CPPE Symposium
Fielding Johnson First Floor Council Suite Room 1
Thursday, 22-09-2016
Start: 10:00  Finish: 17:00

10:00-11:00 CPPE ANNUAL MEETING

11:00-11:30 Break

11:30-12:30: Thoughts and fragments
Dimitris Papadopoulos
Chemical futures and ecological obligation. 20 mins
Mandy Earley
Ethics and politics after the critique of the subject. 10 mins
Fabian Frenzel
Urban informal settlements in the Global North: between precarity and autonomy. 10 mins
Chris Land
Craft, beer and nostalgia. 10 mins
Robert Cluley
The power of meaningless numbers. 10 mins

12:30-1:30: Lunch

1:30-3:30: Thoughts and fragments and full papers
Keir Milburn
On political generation. 10 mins
Geoff Lightfoot and Simon Lilley
Organising destruction: a derivative logic. Full Paper

3:00-3:30: Break

3:30-5:00: Full papers
Ken Weir
Heteroglossic species accounting.
Martin Parker
Writing “Tower cranes and organization”.